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QUESTION 1

For a given service inventory architecture you would choose between an enterprise service bus product or an
orchestration product, but you would not use both together. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Load balancing is commonly associated with which pattern? 

A. Atomic Service Transaction 

B. Intermediate Routing 

C. Service Broker 

D. Decoupled Contract 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements regarding the application of the State Repository pattern is false? 

A. State data can be temporarily written to and then later retrieved from a dedicated state repository. 

B. Caching large amounts of state data in memory negatively impacts scalability. 

C. A state repository is not useful for supporting long-running service activities. 

D. Database technology is typically used for the implementation of a state repository. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Although the Logic Centralization pattern addresses the question of how to avoid redundant service logic, it does not
address how the logic should be accessed. 

B. The Contract Centralization pattern specifies how to access a service through its published contract, but it does not
indicate which services should be accessed for specific purposes. 
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C. When the Logic Centralization and Contract Centralization patterns are applied together, they realize the Official
Endpoint pattern because they effectively establish an official endpoint for a service. 

D. All of these statements are true. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements is true? 

A. The Legacy Wrapper pattern should not be applied in conjunction with the Process Centralization pattern because
legacy systems do not possess enough autonomy to be effectively composed. 

B. The Messaging Metadata pattern can be applied to supplement messages with metadata that can be used for
tracking purposes when also applying the Reliable Messaging pattern. 

C. The Protocol Bridging pattern is often used with the Legacy Wrapper pattern as a means of performing data model
transformation between service inventory-wide data models created through the application of the Schema
Centralization pattern and the underlying proprietary legacy format. 

D. All of these statements are true. 

Correct Answer: B 
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